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NOUN DESIGNATIVE DESCRIPTIVE VERB SOCIALLEVEL

question modification: this? 
that? these? those? here? there?

designative pronoun: 
it, that, this, here, there

plural elaboration: these, those

question modification: see? eat? 
going? broke? flying? caught?

verb root: go, build, break, jump, eat 
imperative root: stop, wait, look, come

tense elaboration: going, built, 
broke, jumped, went, smelling

descriptive: funny, smart, cold, rough,
dangerous, squishy, broken, messy 

quantity: two, more, less
positional: on, off, up 

question modification: red? 
three? theirs? down? corn? conjunction modification: because 

question modification: huh? right? ok? 

adverb elaboration: again, now, too 

single unit: hi, bye, shh, okay, bye bye,
uh oh, night night 

pronoun modification: me, us, 
somebody, nothing, everyone, him, one 

question modification: phone? dada? 
coffee? train? kabob? sari? asparagus?

singular noun: bike, bottle, mama, 
abuela, cat, chopstick, microwave 

plural elaboration: cats, bottles, 
cookies, women, geese, beaks, foxes 
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@ C R E S C E N D O . C O M M U N I C A T I O N

possessive modification: 
mine, his, her, ours, theirs 

negative modif.: can’t, won’t
imperative negative modif.: don’t WH question modification: who, what,

when, where, why, how, which 

NOUN ELABORATION DESIGNATIVE ELABORATION PREDICATIVE ELABORATION VERBAL ELABORATION FRAGMENTS

quantifier noun phrase: more card, two ear,
other girl, less money, some caterpillars

adjective noun phrase: big shoe, clean room 

article noun phrase: a boy, the trash, an elf 

possessive noun phrase: Lily hat, Mia 
bed, doggy bone, grandma tea

attributive noun phrase: baby doll, mail truck

adverb elaboration: now school, ball too

subject-object elab.: nana tea, Leo toy 

plural elaboration: the shirts, more drums 

additive elaboration: mama dada, swing slide 

subject-locative elab.: foot shoe, Nya room 

pronoun modification: this bear, my bib, his job 

negative modification: not garbage, not lunch 

interrogative modification: a chair? the hand? 

WH question modif.: which fruit? when cookie? 

conjunction modification: and bells, or carrot

designator + noun: here drum, 
it paper, this bug, there lollipop 

plural elaboration: these teeth, 
there trumpets, here mice, those pigs 

adverb elaboration: this again, 
those now, that slowly, these soon

pronoun modification: this his, here
someone, it mine, these hers, it ours 

negative modification: not those, 
not here, not this, not there, not it

interrogative modification: these
buttons? that rock? this place? 

WH question modification: 
where those? who this? why that? 

conjunction modification: and 
that, or those, but this, and these 
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noun phrase + prepositional phrase: the
friend in front, a bug on the ground

quantifier + prepositional phrase: all of the 
lights, some of the big letters, many of them

adverb elaboration: now the music, 
a puzzle too, the show again 

subject-object elaboration: a horsie 
more carrot, the oven another cake 

plural elaboration: all other shoes, 
some more hammers, any blue lakes 

additive elaboration: the flower the leaf, a
mama a dada, an apple a banana 

subject-locative elaboration: the 
phone the pocket, a book a shelf 

pronoun modification: all of ours, her big
house, none of them, my blue guitar

negative modification: not this 
monkey, not a cactus, not the coffee

interrogative modification: the soft pillow?
none of the cookies? any fresh fruit? 

WH question modification: what pretty
picture? how many pages? what about him? 

conjunction modification: and the grass,
triceratops and velociraptor, hat and coat 

basic noun phrase: that loud toy, a clean 
sink, some more fun, a bad dog

designator + noun phrase: there another
kiddo, here a plant, this the big bear,

that a cute hamster 

adverb elaboration: there teacher
again, these mommies too, it soccer

now, those activities soon 

plural elaboration: these huge 
muffins, here my coins, those cool girls

additive elaboration: here uncle auntie,
that shovel bucket, these peaches pears 

pronoun modification: this somebody
boots, here their lemonade, this my pet

negative modification: this not zoo,
these not vacuums, it not a piano

interrogative modification: those the
slides? this a bug? it my sister?

WH question modification: who her
teacher? what that food? when the

doctor? where this elephant? 

conjunction modification: those 
the vanilla and chocolate, here my 

paper and marker 

noun + descriptor: backpack empty,
headband off, balloon up, cow here,

temple there, kitchen messy, nose runny,
book heavy, dust under, apple red 

plural elaboration: pencils here, koalas
up, noodles there, socks under, pipes

over, elevators down, gloves off,
 jackets on, roads across 

pronoun modification: that stinky, it
small, someone here, everything on, him
short, us angry, them fast, this late, me

ready, those bumpy, these heavy 

interrogative modification: sushi cold?
nail broken? princess on? these round?

you sleepy? somebody scary? paper 
flat? bench rusty?

WH question modification: where 
wet? what scary? who up? why mad?
when hot? who smart? where yellow?

why empty? when ready?

verb + object: brush hair, kick ball, 
cook pasta, hug stuffie, strum ukulele

verb + locative: sit sofa, put fridge, 
walk stair, hide bed, pour drain 

verb + particle: ate up, went away, 
want to, start out, move along 

noun + verb: man sing, that roll, 
emu bit, bee buzz, kuya dance 

verb + noun elaboration: saw movie,
read comic, bit croissant, petting kitty 

plural elaboration: turn pages, think
ideas, push buttons, wrap tamales

adverb elaboration: smile now, drink 
too, hug again, play today, bike never

pronoun modification: catch it, 
smush one, feed them, help us, hold her

negative modification: not bake, can’t
stay, don’t clean, not sweeping 

interrogative modification: empty it?
stay here? drive bike? draw shapes? 

WH question modification: where live?
what buy? who asked? when eating?

conjunction modification: and build, 
or frowning, but broke, and came

infinitive modification: wanna clap,
gonna pay, hafta help, lemme stretch 

plural elaboration: on stairs, in stores,
for birds, under beds, over bridges, 

out buckets, off shelves 

adverb elaboration: too sad, all 
out, down now, up again, right 

there, here today 

pronoun modification: to me, in it, 
for everyone, with him, to us, to

somebody, with nothing

negative modification: not pink, not
slippery, not exciting, not ridiculous, 

not me, not ours, not you 

interrogative modification: in there? 
all full? out again? for now? up high?

with brown? not happy? 

conjunction modification: and silly, but
ugly, or softer, because mushy, unless

hot, and tall, but empty, or sparkly 

prep. phrase elaboration: in clinic, 
for Oma, on roof, out container, 
to basement, in potty, for buddy 

noun phrase + descriptive item: the
paint sticky, this hair golden, mailman in

truck, that show on, Matty loud boy 

double locator elaboration: stuffie
under here, blocks over there 

plural elaboration: the babies sad, all
towels dry, boogies in nose, words on

pages, those necklaces shiny

adverb elaboration: lights on again,
grandpa happy too, chair dirty again

pronoun modification: she silly friend,
they gone now, we busy today

negative modification: this not soft, 
he not there, Ms. Kelly not sick

interrogative modification: mama
better now? paint too messy? other

raccoon there? Mr. Ndiaye here again?   

WH question modification: who in
library? what color hat? when ice cream

again? where Siri now? 

conjunction modification: bread and
butter ready, again dirt and water, goofy

friend and teacher 

verb + article + noun as locative: drop
the box, throw the hoop, put my pocket 

verb + particle + noun: pull off shirt, 
roll down marble, flip on switch 

verb + article + object: hug the dollie, 
eat an avocado, grab a rope  

noun phrase + verb: the train go, a
dragon roar, this drum boom 

verb elaboration: sleeps in room, 
jumping in pool, caught with mitt 

adverb elaboration: watch duck too,
smush playdough again, climb step now

pronoun modification: see us today,
meet him there, pop it again  

negative modification: not sing loud,
can’t rest here, don’t draw shapes 

WH question modification: where hide
egg? who broke glass? what doing now?

conjunction modification: and get
candy, or move over, but can’t swim

infinitive modification.: wanna nap
again, gonna sneeze now, hafta kiss you 

items in a series: five six seven eight,
eyes ears nose mouth, red orange yellow

green, giraffe gorilla lion gazelle

plural elaboration: with these pencils,
for the polar bears, on those desks, in 

the libraries, up these branches 

adverb elaboration: in pockets too, on
table again, with puppies tomorrow, 

for lunch now, in ballpits often 

prep. phrase elaboration: in the
carseat, for the amoo, with that scarf, on

an island, up the ladder, down a path 

pronoun modification: on my head, 
in your belly, down our hallway, up their
gutters, off her shoulders, with his cousin 

negative modification: not in these, not
on stove, not with glitter, not down drain,

not for neighbor, not between seats 

interrogative modification: up 
there too? at dentist again? with pop

pop yesterday? for breakfast now?  

conjunction modification: and for 
us, and in bathroom, and on paper, 
and with buddies, and at daycare 


